Custom landcruiser

The truck you see here is the greatest sport-utility vehicle ever made. I am not talking about
Toyotas in general, or even Land Cruisers in particular. Allow me to explain. But this ideal has
been somewhat lost over the decades. The way SUVs look became fashionable, but the way
they drive never caught on. In many cases, the very thing that made SUVs appealing in the first
placeâ€”their capabilityâ€”has been lost, yet the driving dynamics and efficiency of passenger
cars were never fully achieved. I challenge all of that. But that just makes it ripe for modification.
And the Land Cruiser has a couple of unique features that make it especially suitable for
alterations. The first is the Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System KDSS , which enables the front
and rear sway bars to automatically disconnect over challenging off-road obstacles. On paved
roads, this helps the vehicle take turns without undue body roll. To address that disparity, some
of the other most capable off-road vehicles also come with disconnecting sway bars, but none
include a system as simple or robust as the KDSS. Decades ago, all trucks used solid axles in
the front and rear. This was simple, strong, and granted vehicles so endowed with the easy
ability to access a lot of wheel articulation. Those are called CV axles. Stock vehicles use
suspension that must compromise between cost and safety. And those factors have
traditionally limited the amount of articulation available. And they did that by increasing the
lengths of the upper and lower control arms; a wider arc is a longer arc. Hudson Hall getting
down to work. He figured out all the necessary parts the truck needed and how they fit together.
Photo: Stuart Palley. New Land Cruiser secured, I told all my friends what I was planning,
thereby locking down the commitment to follow through. The other person I texted was Ed Loh,
an old buddy from my car-magazine days who now runs MotorTrend. A pallet containing all the
parts I needed for the project showed up a few weeks later. Convincing the most conservative of
conservative Japanese automakers to provide parts support for a harebrained project is pretty
unprecedented. While this setup employs a bunch of stock Tundra parts, it also requires the
fitment of aftermarket upper control arms, front coilovers, and rear shocks and springs. It pairs
well with the goals of the project, delivering exceptional ride quality and very long service
intervals, in addition to good weather resistance. I called up my friends at ARB, who patiently
listened while I described what I was planning, then told me in more polite words that I was
crazy. But he ended up having an easier time with his task than I did with the wheels and tires.
That would have crushed bodywork before reaching full articulation. The Toyos compete very
closely with Falkens to be the mostest all-terrain tire out there. Photo: Wes Siler. Wheel sizes
are more complicated than just a diameter and bolt pattern. You also have to consider offset ,
which is the position of the rim, inboard or outboard, relative to the hub. Having said all that,
ending up with a tire that measures out at They give the truck a more subtle look than
aftermarket wheels might, totally hiding just how much suspension it now carries. With the new
suspension mounted, the Land Cruiser sits much taller than before, with wheels that now fit
flush with the body for a more purposeful stance. It looked so good like this that I almost
regretted the need for bumpers. I fitted them as a temporary stand-in when it was time for the
winter tires to come off but before the build started. Is the final product worth all the hassle and
expense? With the truck still on a lift, we whipped out a measuring tape and came up with an
initial wheel-travel measurement: An additional 2. Every bump, every day, every mile now has 26
percent less influence on the suspension. Another good comparison is to other 4x4s. One of the
major selling points of the new Ford Bronco is that, at The The Total Chaos upper control arms
facilitate additional drop travel using a high-angle uniball that can achieve a steeper angle to the
spindle than stock items. Both the ball and its race are made from heat-treated stainless steel
for corrosion resistance, while a PTFE fabric liner between the two helps prevent noise. Zerk
fittings facilitate easy lubrication of those bushings. The end result is simply transformative. It
helps offset any instability created by the three inches of additional height. Off-road, it makes
situations in which the vehicle might lean frighteningly far to one side feel more stable. On-road,
it adds back in any stability that may have been lost to the raised center of gravity. Those rough
dirt roads are where the combination of the KDSS, that extra wheel travel, the fancy shocks, and
the grippy tires really shine. And since rough dirt roads account for so many of our miles
chasing outdoor activities, that just makes our setup totally ideal for our needs. This Land
Cruiser build is obviously about the best possible solutions. Free of the need to carry a
swing-out, the rear bumper adds protection without getting in the way. Those extra lights repeat
the brake lights and turn signals, making the Land Cruiser much more visible on the road. With
two inches of additional height from the suspension, larger tires, and the wider track, the Land
Cruiser looks much more purposeful. Still, a big mistake or a lot of bad luck could put a hole in
the exhaust, damage the transfer case, or snag an important cable. The also offers a level of
customization for switch presses and holds, allowing you to operate even complicated gadgets
through a single button. Right now the buttons are operating both modes of the Lightforce
HTX2 driving lights. The big blue squares are unused switches; included are plenty of stickers

you can use to mark or blank off the rest. Switch-Pros also allows you to operate the switches
via a smartphone app available for both Androids and iPhones. Big, lifted trucks like this Land
Cruiser have come to symbolize personal impacts on climate change. And the series is
notorious for burning an awful lot of fuel. How dare we drive something so inefficient? One of
the trips we hope to take next year, if this whole pandemic thing gets solved, is to Todos
Santos, Mexico, where we got married in March, for our first anniversary. Search Microsoft
Privacy Statement. This truck is like easy mode for off-roading, but air the tires back up, and
driving home on paved mountain roads is equally confidence inspiring. Wes Siler. Oct 15,
Facebook Icon. Twitter Icon. See More. Answers to your questions, including general pricing
information, may be found in our Frequently Asked Questions. The only parts we sell are listed
here. We can restore your Land Cruiser. Please read our blog post about Contract Restoration
Services for pricing and details. In the meantime, we invite you to check out our frequently
asked questions or learn more about our restoration process. Rough and tough, yet classic and
cool, the Toyota FJ40 Land Cruiser holds a very special place in the heart of auto enthusiasts
across the world. Here at The FJ Company, we share that enthusiasm and love of these iconic
vehicles. Select from one of our 40 series models below, or work with us to build your own
custom 60 or 70 series rig. We are a passionate team of engineers, mechanics, bodywork
specialists, interior craftsmen, and certified service technicians. My father and I are vintage car
collectors with extremely high expectations for quality, and they definitely stepped up to the
challenge I love it. I have made several folks mad when I told them it was not for saleâ€¦ but I do
wish people would quit calling it a Jeep! At the end of restoration process, I was fortunate
enough to spend some time with Juan, Nelson and a couple of their crew members in Miami
when taking delivery Whether you are seeking a weekend driver, an off-road adventurer, or a
show-quality custom rig - we are here to help you experience the joy of driving your own
authentic Toyota Land Cruiser. Visit one of our showrooms or contact us for more information.
Seems like your browser either does not support JavaScript or has it disabled You can call us at
for any car related questions. Toggle navigation Build yours. Note: If you are intested in selling
your Land Cruiser to us please fill this form. Your first name required. Your last name required.
Your email required. Your phone optional. Sign me up for email updates from The FJ Company.
Scotts Valley, CA Your message has been sent. The perfect balance between classic and
modern. Custom-built using an authentic body and chassis of a classic Toyota Land Cruiser,
the G40 redefines the vintage 4x4 experience. The ultimate classic 4x4 experience for the urban
driver, custom-designed by menswear designer Todd Snyder. As featured in. Who we are. Who
we are We are a passionate team of engineers, mechanics, bodywork specialists, interior
craftsmen, and certified service technicians. Learn more about our team, our facilities, and our
process. About us. In Progress. Happy clients. Own the Land Cruiser of your dreams Whether
you are seeking a weekend driver, an off-road adventurer, or a show-quality custom rig - we are
here to help you experience the joy of driving your own authentic Toyota Land Cruiser. Sign up
to get our featured builds sent to your inbox each month. Answers to your questions, including
general pricing information, may be found in our Frequently Asked Questions. The only parts
we sell are listed here. We can restore your Land Cruiser. Please read our blog post about
Contract Restoration Services for pricing and details. In the meantime, we invite you to check
out our frequently asked questions or learn more about our restoration process. For FJ40 or
FJ43 builds, please place an order through our website. For those seeking something a little
more exotic, this is our inventory of rare Land Cruisers available for one of our full nut-a
ktm 300 xc w
jeep wrangler jk 7 pin trailer wiring oem mopar
suzuki car parts diagram
nd-bolt restorations. Seems like your browser either does not support JavaScript or has it
disabled You can call us at for any car related questions. Toggle navigation Build yours. Note: If
you are intested in selling your Land Cruiser to us please fill this form. Your first name required.
Your last name required. Your email required. Your phone optional. Sign me up for email
updates from The FJ Company. Scotts Valley, CA Your message has been sent. Our Work Our
Work empty series. If you like a particular build, click "Build One Like This" to start your custom
build with some inspiration. G43 Signature Matte Olive Signature. G40 Heritage Cloudmist grey
Heritage G Featured Car! In Progress These Land Cruisers are currently under restoration. Click
"View details" to see the image gallery of the restoration in progress. Customize the land
cruiser of your dreams. Your search didn't match any cars. Try changing your criteria. Sign up
to get our featured builds sent to your inbox each month.

